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step is to examine available strategies for planning for these
possible expenses.

I. Long Term Care Insurance (LTCi) Policies In Various
Forms
Some features include: daily or monthly benefit amount,
coordination of care services, elimination periods, benefit
periods, inflation protection options, benefit type (indemnity,
reimbursement or cash), and home health care.
A. Traditional Long Term Care Insurance:
1. Annual Pay Premium Version – the most common
choice with annual premiums for life. Like medical
insurance, premium rates are not guaranteed for life and can
increase. There is a clear trend of increasing premiums in the
LTCi industry.
2. 10 Annual Payments Version (“10 Pay”) – probably
the “gold” standard of LTCi because after completing the ten
premium payments, the clients have a “fully paid up” policy
with no additional premiums (and therefore no premium
increases!). Premiums are often a multiple of an annual
premium policy.
Practice Note: The 10 Pay Plans are often used by CCorporation business owners due to the tax deductions, and
“Category 3” clients to avoid the premium rate increases.

B. Shared Care Option:
Two policy holders who can each make use of a combined
pool of benefits. Either spouse can access the pooled money.
This provides for greater flexibility in planning.
C. Hybrid Life Insurance/Annuity Policy with Long Term
Care Benefits Features:
These policies combine Life and LTC insurance into one
policy. These products are generally a universal life
insurance policy with coverage for LTC services provided by
a contract rider. The initial premium provides for a death
benefit if all of the LTC coverage is not used over the life of
the insured. This potential death benefit helps to alleviate a
common objection to the purchase of a traditional LTC
policy should the client never need the services. There is
also a policy version that is linked to an Annuity product,
currently only available outside NYS.
Practice Note: These linked benefits contracts provide for a
Return of Premium option which allows the insured to
receive their initial premium back, reduced by any claims or
loans on the policy.

II. Life Insurance
A. Individual Life Insurance Policies on one or both
Spouses:
For a married couple, who can likely weather the additional
expense of one spouse having LTC needs; consider life
insurance on one or both spouses, purchased while still
healthy. The life insurance policy proceeds could be an
available resource to the surviving spouse to replenish assets
that were dissipated or borrowed against to meet the LTC
expenses.
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B. Life Insurance on a couple via “Second to Die”
Coverage:
This type of coverage would be intended to benefit the
testamentary beneficiaries of a deceased couple who
might have reduced their ultimate estate values due to
LTC expenses.
Practice Note: Consider if life insurance should be owned
by an irrevocable trust outside the insured’s estate for tax
reasons and protection from creditors of the insured(s) and
beneficiaries.

III. Available Home Equity through a Home Equity
Line of Credit (HELOC) or Reverse Mortgage
Practice Note: The reverse mortgage industry is in a state
of change due to recent regulation changes and falling real
estate property values. This option will work best for those
who have either little or no mortgage outstanding on their
primary residence.

IV. Cash Out-of-Pocket
This might be for those “Category 3” clients who have lots
of surplus assets and cash flow. Often we find that clients
in this position still want to at least partially insure LTC
risk using one or a combination of the policies discussed
above.
Conclusion
In short, a comprehensive LTC plan can help protect:
• The family's resources - their time, energy, and
money
• The client’s independence - the ability to choose
how and where they want care
• The family assets - preserving and protecting wealth
Although the general opinion is that LTC insurance
policies are expensive, it is important to communicate that
several different funding strategies exist. This is not an
“all-in” or “all-out” decision. Some insurance is better
than none when it comes to funding LTC expenses.
Clients often wish to turn an “un-quantified” future health
care expense into a “quantified” expense, since they will
have a specific dollar amount of coverage that they can
count on to protect their overall financial and estate plans.
The time for these conversations is now.
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